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Abstract
A two-dimensional nonlinear gauge theory that can be proposed
for generalization to higher dimensions is derived by means of coho-
mological arguments.
PACS numbers: 11.10.Ef
A big step in the progress of the BRST formalism was its cohomologi-
cal understanding [1], which allowed, among others, a useful investigation of
many interesting aspects related to the perturbative renormalization prob-
lem [2]{[3], anomaly-tracking mechanism [3]{[4], simultaneous study of local
and rigid invariances of a given theory [5], as well as to the reformulation
of the construction of consistent interactions in gauge theories [6] in terms
of the deformation theory [7], or, actually, in terms of the deformation of
the solution to the master equation. Joint to these topics, the problem of
obtaining consistent deformations has naturally found its extension at the
Hamiltonian level by means of local BRST cohomology [8]. There is a large
variety of models of interest in theoretical physics that have been investigated
in the light of the deformation of the master equation [9]{[10].
In this paper we investigate the consistent interactions that can be added
among a set of scalar elds, two types of one-forms and a system of two-forms
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in two dimensions, described in the free limit by an abelian BF theory [11], in
order to construct a two-dimensional nonlinear gauge theory that can be pro-
posed for generalization to higher dimensions. Nonlinear gauge theories [12]
are important as they include pure two-dimensional gravitation theory [13],
which is expected to oer a conceptual mechanism for the study of quantum
gravity in higher dimensions from the perspective of gauge theories. More
precisely, when the nonlinear algebra is the Lorentz-covariant extension of
the Poincare algebra, the theory turns out to be the Yang-Mills-like formula-
tion of R2 gravity with dynamical torsion, or generic form of ‘dilaton’ gravity
[14].
Our strategy goes as follows. Initially, we determine the antield-BRST
symmetry of the free model, that splits as the sum between the Koszul-Tate
dierential and the exterior derivative along the gauge orbits, s =  + γ.
Next, we deform the solution to the master equation of the free model. The
rst-order deformation belongs to H0(sjd), where d is the exterior space-time
derivative. The computation of the cohomological space H0(sjd) proceeds
by expanding the co-cycles according to the antighost number, and by fur-
ther using the cohomological spaces H(γ) and H2(jd). Subsequently, we
show that the consistency of the rst-order deformation requires that all the
higher-order deformations vanish. With the help of the deformed solution to
the master equation we nally identify the interacting theory and its gauge
transformations, which form a nonlinear gauge algebra (open algebra) that
only closes on-shell.
We begin with a free model given by an abelian two-dimensional BF






























νaµν ; ’a = 0; B
µν
a = 0; (2)
where the notation [] means antisymmetry with respect to the indices
between brackets. A consistent deformation of the free action (1) and of
its gauge invariances (2) denes a deformation of the corresponding solu-
tion to the master equation that preserves both the master equation and
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obtained by replacing the gauge parameters a and aµν respectively with the




µ, a and 
µν
a . The elds
carrying a star denote the antields of the corresponding elds or ghosts.
The Grassmann parity of an antield is opposite to that of the corresponding
eld/ghost. The pure ghost number (pgh) and the antighost number (antigh)










antighα0 = 0; antigh∗α0 = 1; antigh (






























a ) : (8)
The BRST symmetry of the free theory, s = (; S), simply decomposes as
the sum between the Koszul-Tate dierential  and the exterior derivative
along the gauge orbits γ, s =  + γ, where the degree of  is the antighost
number (antigh () = −1, antigh (γ) = 0), and that of γ is the pure ghost
number (pgh (γ) = 1, pgh () = 0). The grading of the BRST dierential
is named ghost number (gh) and is dened in the usual manner like the
dierence between the pure ghost number and the antighost number, such
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that gh (s) = 1. The actions of  and γ on the generators of the BRST
complex can be written as


















a; γHaµ = @
νaµν ; γ’a = γB
µν
a = 0; (12)








= 0 holds to order g if and only if
s = @µj
µ; (14)
for some local jµ. This means that the nontrivial rst-order consistent in-
teractions belong to H0 (sjd), where d is the exterior space-time derivative.
In the case where  is a coboundary modulo d ( = s + @µb
µ), then the
deformation is trivial (it can be eliminated by a redenition of the elds).
In order to investigate the solution to (14), we develop  according to the
antighost number
 = 0 + 1 + : : : J ; antigh (k) = k; (15)
where the last term can be assumed to be annihilated by γ, γJ = 0. Thus,
we need to know the cohomology of γ, H (γ), in order to determine the terms
of highest antighost number in . From (12-13) it is simple to see that the





a , the antields
together with their derivatives, as well as by the ghosts. If we denote by
eM (α1) a basis in the space of the polynomials in the ghosts, it follows that



















eM (α1) + γb; (16)
where the notation f [q] signies that f depends on q and its derivatives up
to a nite order. At this point we recall the cohomology of  modulo the
exterior space-time derivative, H (jd). On account of the results inferred in
[10] it follows that it is vanishing for all antighost numbers strictly greater
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than two, HJ (jd) = 0 for J > 2. Starting from the general form of an






and Mα0β0 are functions of α0 and their derivatives, and requiring that a2
belongs to H2 (jd), hence a2 = @µmµ, we get that, up to a trivial term, the







































= K~a2 + Kµνa
µν
2 ; (17)
where W and U are some functions involving only the scalar elds ’a, while
K and Kµν represent some constants, with Kµν = −Kνµ. From (17) we nd
in straightforward manner that ~a2 = @µ ~m
µ and aµν2 = @β m
βµν . Moreover,
a2 is γ-closed, γa2 = 0. We have enough information as to solve the equation
(14). Since HJ (jd) vanishes for J > 2, one can assume that  = 0+1+2.
As explained in the above, the general solution to the equation γ2 = 0 is
(up to a trivial term) 2 = Me























ab are γ-invariant functions of antighost number two,
that should satisfy in addition the symmetry properties
ab = −ba; µνab = −νµab; µν λρab = −λρ µνba : (19)
Here come in the results connected with HJ (jd) = 0 for J > 2. Equation
(14) projected on antighost number one is locally expressed by 2 + γ1 =
@µn
µ. A necessary condition for the last equation to possess solution (or,

















































for some  and . In other words, only the objects from H2 (jd) that fulll
the relations (21-22) are allowed to enter the solution (18). On the other









































; µν λρab = 0; (24)
where Wab and Uab depend on the same elds respectively like W and U ,











































Rigorously speaking, we could have also added the term "µν
µν
ab (resulting
from the admissible choice Kµν = "µν , as "µν are the only covariant antisym-
metric constants in two dimensions) to ab. However, we avoided this term
because we intend to construct only those deformations that are independent
of the space-time dimension. The presence of "µν
µν
ab would result, at the
level of the deformed action and accompanying gauge structure, in quantities
proportional to "µν , and will be therefore omitted. If we compute 2, we
consequently deduce that the term of antighost number one in the rst-order
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With 1 at hand, we determine 0 as the solution to the equation 1+γ0 =
@µl










ν − KUabAaµHbµ: (27)




If we denote by S2 =
∫





= 0 holds to order g2 if and only if  = −2s +@µµ, where
(S1; S1) =
∫
d2x. This means that in order to have a deformation that is
consistent to order g2, the integrand of (S1; S1) should be s-exact modulo d.
This takes place if and only if
K = K; Uab = Wab; (28)
and also
tbcd  Wa[b W cd]
’a
= 0: (29)



















































































From (31-34) one observes that  given in (30) cannot be s-exact modulo
d, therefore it should vanish. This happens if and only if the functions
Wab satisfy (29), which is nothing but Jacobi’s identity for a nonlinear gauge
algebra [12]. In conclusion, the consistency at order g2 implies S2 = 0. Then,
the higher-order deformation equations are identically satised if we choose
S3 =    = Sk =    = 0.
For concreteness, we work with K = 1, such that the deformed solution









































































































At this stage, we have all the information for identifying the gauge theory
behind our deformation procedure. From the antighost number zero piece
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in (35), it follows that the Lagrangian action that describes the deformed

























































The form of the coecients of the terms proportional with one antield of
the ghosts and two ghosts indicate that the gauge algebra is nonlinear, and,
moreover, the presence of the quantities involving two antields of the original
elds and two ghosts shows that this algebra only closes on-shell. It is now
clear that the deformed Lagrangian action, as well as the resulting gauge
structure, does not contain in any way the two-dimensional antisymmetric
symbol, as we have previously required. In view of this, there is hope that our
deformation mechanism can be properly generalized to higher dimensions.
To conclude with, in this paper we have investigated the consistent in-
teractions that can be introduced among a set of scalar elds, two types of
one-forms and a system of two-forms in two dimensions, described in the
free limit by an abelian BF theory. Starting with the BRST dierential for
the free theory, s =  + γ, we compute the consistent rst-order deforma-
tion with the help of some cohomological arguments. Next, we prove that
the deformation is also second-order consistent, and, moreover, matches the
higher-order deformation equations. As a result, we are precisely led to a
two-dimensional nonlinear gauge theory, that can be in principle extended
to higher dimensions. Our deformation procedure modies the gauge trans-
formations, as well as their algebra. Moreover, the deformed gauge algebra
is open and closes on-shell.
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